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STATUS OF LOW ENERGY SUPERSYMMETRY� ��Stefan PokorskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived February 3, 1999)We review 1) onstraints on low energy supersymmetry from the searhfor Higgs boson and from preision data, 2) dependene of oupling uni�-ation on the superpartner spetrum, 3) naturalness and �ne tuning in theminimal and non- minimal senarios.PACS numbers: 11.30.Pb, 12.60.Jv1. Constraints from the searh for Higgs bosonand from preision dataThe most appropriate starting point for reviewing the status of low en-ergy supersymmetry is the status of the Standard Model itself. Its suessin desribing all the available experimental data beomes more and morepronouned, with all potential deviations disappearing with the inreasingpreision of data. At present, the Standard Model is suessfully tested at1 permille auray up to the LEP2 and TEVATRON energies.One of the most important results following from the preision tests ofthe Standard Model is the strong indiret indiation for a light Higgs boson.Although the sensitivity of eletroweak observables to the Higgs boson massis only logarithmi, the preision of both data and alulations is high enoughfor obtaining from the �ts the upper bound on the Higgs boson mass Mh ofabout 250 GeV at 95% C.L. The best value of Mh in the �ts is in the regionof the present diret experimental lower bound, Mh >� 90 GeV.One should stress that these results are obtained stritly in the StandardModel. The best �tted value of Mh an be hanged if we admit new physisin the �� parameter. There is the well known (see, for instane, [1℄) ��at� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Eletron�Positron Colliders,Craow, Poland, January 5�10, 1999.�� Based on invited talks given at �RADCOR98�, Barelona, September 1998 and�Beyond the Standard Model�, DESY, Hamburg, September 1998.(1759)



1760 S. Pokorskidiretion� in �2, whih orrelates almost linearly lnMh with (��)NEW (pre-viously known as lnMh�mt orrelation), as the two e�ets ompensate eahother in the eletroweak observables like �, sin2�e� and MW . In general,however, it is very di�ult to �nd a self-onsistent extension of the StandardModel that would use this freedom1.The result for Mh from the Standard Model �ts to preision data raisesstrong hopes for experimental disovery of the Higgs boson in a relativelynear future. Seondly, it is in agreement with the most robust preditionof supersymmetri extensions of the Standard Model, whih is the existeneof a light Higgs boson. This predition is generi for low energy e�etivesupersymmetri models [2, 3℄ and beomes partiularly quantitative in theMinimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM), de�ned by three as-sumptions: a) minimal partile ontent onsistent with the observed parti-le spetrum and with supersymmetry, b) R-parity onservation, ) mostgeneral soft supersymmetry breaking terms onsistent with the SM gaugegroup2.In the MSSM the lightest Higgs boson mass is predited [4, 5℄ (now attwo- loop level [6, 7℄) in terms of free parameters of the model:Mh = Mh(MZ ; G�; �EM ;mt; tan �;MA; superpartner masses) : (1)In pratise, only the third generation sfermions are important in Eq. (1)and Mh depends logarithmially on their masses. It is worth realling thedependene of Mh on tan� and MA (see, for instane [5℄): for �xed tan�and superpartner masses, Mh reahes its maximal value for MA � 250 GeVand for larger values of MA it stays then approximately onstant. As afuntion of tan�, these maximal values rise with tan � and remain almostonstant for tan� >� 4, with Mh � 130 GeV for superpartner masses lighterthan 1 TeV. There is also a rather strong dependene on the left-right mixingin the stop setor, with the tan � dependent upper bounds for Mh reahedfor large mixing [7℄.Clearly, the upper bound on Mh from preision �ts in the StandardModel is enouraging for supersymmetry. However, one an also ask howonstraining for the MSSM is the present diret experimental lower limitMh > 90 GeV3. This question has been studied in Ref. [8℄ and the reader1 Note also that Mh <� O(500) GeV by unitarity and �triviality� arguments. So theorretions to �� must be just right (not too big), to explore only relatively smallvariation of lnMh.2 There is often some onfusion about the terminology �MSSM�. We always understandthe MSSM as an e�etive low energy model with parameters unonstrained by anyfurther high sale model assumptions.3 Stritly speaking, this limit is valid only in the Standard Model. In the MSSM, insome small regions of parameter spae, the limit is atually lower, but we ignore thise�et here.



Status of Low Energy Supersymmetry 1761is invited to onsult it for details. The main onlusion is that, indeed,the low tan� region (interesting in the ontext of the quasi-infrared �xedpoint senario) is strongly onstrained. It an be realized in Nature onlyif at least one stop is heavy, O(1) TeV, and with large left-right mixing.This follows from the fat that for low tan� the tree level lightest Higgsboson mass is small and large radiative orretions have to aount for theexperimental bound. The infrared �xed point senario with low tan� willbe totally ruled out if a Higgs boson is not found at LEP2 operating at 200GeV. For intermediate and large values of tan �, those onstraints, of ourse,disappear.Superpartner masses that appear in radiative orretions to the Higgsboson mass also appear in the alulation of �� and related observables suhas sin2 �e� , MW et. It is well known (see, for instane, [10, 11℄) that themain new ontribution to �� omes from the third generation left-handedsfermions. The ustodial SUV (2) breaking in other setors of the MSSM isvery weak. Thus, the quality of desription of preision eletroweak data inthe MSSM depends on those superpartner masses. Instead of attempting anoverall �t, it is more instrutive to fous on very well measured sin2 �e� andon soon very well measured MW . Calulating e.g. sin2 �e� in terms of MZ ,G�, �EM and the superpartner masses and omparing with the experimentalvalue we expet to get bounds on the left-handed third generation sfermions.We said earlier that for low tan � strong lower bounds on the stop massfollow from the experimental lower limit on Mh. For suh low values oftan � the bound from preision data is somewhat weaker but, ontrary tothe other bound, it remains very signi�ant for all values of tan �. Theabsolute lower bound on the left-handed stop and slepton masses is obtainedfor intermediate and large tan� sine the data an then aommodate largerorretion to �� due to a heavier Higgs boson -see the earlier disussion. InFig. 1 we show [11℄ the dependene of sin2�e� and of MW on the stop andslepton masses. We onlude that for 2� preision in these observables oneneeds m~qL > O(400) GeV and m~lL > O(150) GeV, with stronger bounds inlow tan� region. Preision data (and the lower limit on Mh for low tan�)indiate that at least some superpartners are well above the eletroweaksale!On the other hand, the right-handed sfermions of the third generationand all sfermions of the �rst two generations as well as the gaugino/ hig-gsino setors are essentially unonstrained by the LEP preision data. Theydeouple from those observables even if their masses are O(MZ).Are there other observables that are more sensitive to the rest of thespetrum, that is in whih its deoupling in virtual e�ets is slower? Indeed,there are suh examples. The deay b! s, theK� �K and B� �B mixing aresensitive to the right-handed third generation sfermions and to the higgsino-
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Fig. 1. (a) W� mass, and (b) sin2 �e�lept as a funtion of the top quark mass, al-ulated for all but the heavier stop and the heavier slepton superpartner massesequal to 90 GeV. Top-down in (a) and bottom-up urves in (b): dashed � theheavier slepton (degenerate) masses at 90 GeV and the heavier stop masses at 200and 400 GeV, respetively; dotted � slepton masses at 150 GeV and stop massesas before; solid � slepton masses at 250 GeV, stop mass at 500 GeV and at 1 TeV,respetively; dashed-dotted horizontal urves � experimental 1� bands.like hargino/neutralino. This is beause the relevant oupling is the topquark Yukawa oupling. For a review see [12℄. (Even the gaugino and the�rst and the seond generation sfermion ontribution deouples quite slowlyin the b ! s deay.) Those proesses have still good prospets to revealindiret e�ets of supersymmetry one the preision of data is improved.The superpartner mass spetrum is the low energy window to the meh-anism of supersymmetry breaking and to the theory of soft supersymmetrybreaking terms. For instane, with the lower bound on the left-handedstop from the preision data and with the still open possibility of a muhlighter, say O(100) GeV, right-handed stop one an envisage the ase of astrongly split spetrum. This ase is disussed in Ref. [13℄ as an illustra-tion of the bottom-up approah to the problem of supersymmetry breaking.It is shown that for low tan� it needs, at the GUT sale, salar massesmuh larger than the gluino mass and the strong non-universality pattern,m2Q : m2U : m2H2 = 1 : 2 : 3. This is related to the fat that the hypothetialspetrum onsidered in this example departs from the well known sum rulesvalid in the infrared �xed point limit and with the salar and gaugino massesof the same order of magnitude. In suh a senario, the lighter hargino isgenerially also light, O(100) GeV, and it an be gaugino- or higgsino-like.



Status of Low Energy Supersymmetry 17632. Dependene of oupling uni�ationon the superpartner spetrumThe gauge oupling uni�ation [14,15℄ within the MSSM has been widelypubliized as the most important piee of indiret evidene for supersym-metry at aessible energies. The uni�ation idea is preditive if physisat the GUT sale is desribed in terms of only two parameters: �U andMU . Then we an predit, for instane, �s(MZ) in terms of �EM(MZ) andsin2 �W (MZ). Here we mean the running oupling onstants de�ned in the�MS renormalization sheme in the SM whih, we assume, is the orretrenormalizable theory at the eletroweak sale. The value of �EM (MZ) isobtained from the on-shell �OSEM=1/137.0359895(61) via the RG running inthe SM, with .01% unertainty due to the ontinuous hadroni ontributionto the photon propagator. The most preise value of sin2 �W (MZ) in the SMis at present obtained from its alulation in terms of G�; MZ ; �EM andthe top quark mass (with some dependene on the Higgs boson mass). Theuni�ation predition for �s(MZ) is obtained by using two loop RG equa-tions in the MSSM, for the running from MZ up to the GUT sale de�nedby the rossing of the eletroweak ouplings. For the two�loop onsisteny(and preision), one must inlude the supersymmetri threshold orretionsin the leading logarithmi approximation. (For a spetrum that is abovethe present experimental lower limits on the superpartner masses, the �nitethreshold e�ets O( MZmSUSY ) are already small enough to be negleted. [15℄) Inthis approximation the dependene of �s(MZ) on the supersymmetri spe-trum an to a very good approximation be desribed by a single parameterTSUSY [16℄. We get�s(MZ) = f(G�;MZ ; �EM ;mt;Mh; TSUSY) ; (2)where TSUSY = j�j�m ~Wm~g )�3=2�M~lM~q�3=16�MAÆj�j �3=19 �m ~Wj�j �4=19 : (3)We observe that the e�etive sale TSUSY depends strongly on the values of� and of the ratio m ~W tom~g but very weakly on the values of the squark andslepton masses. It is also lear that the sale TSUSY an be muh smallerthan MZ even if all superpartner masses are heavier than the Z boson.Only for a fully degenerate spetrum TSUSY is the ommon superpartnermass. Moreover we note that the supersymmetri threshold e�ets are ab-sent for TSUSY = MZ . The uni�ation predition for the strong ouplingonstant as a funtion of TSUSY is shown in Fig. 2(a). We see that the vari-ation of �s(MZ) with TSUSY is substantial. The entral experimental value
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Fig. 2. Uni�ation predition for �3(MZ) (a) and D3 de�ned by Eq. (5) (b), as afuntion of TSUSY (mt = 175 GeV, tan� = 2).�s(MZ) = 0:118 is obtained for TSUSY = 1 TeV. The values TSUSY = MZand TSUSY = 10 TeV hange the predition by Æ� � �0:01 whih is 3� awayfrom the entral value. It is interesting to see that the value as large asTSUSY = 10 TeV is equally aeptable (or unaeptable) as TSUSY = MZ .As we already mentioned, a given value of TSUSY not neessarily implies sim-ilar sale for the superpartner masses. It should be stressed that in modelswith universal gaugino masses at the GUT sale we have the relationm ~Wm~g � �2(MZ)�3(MZ) and TSUSY � j�j��2(MZ)�3(MZ)�3=2 � 17 j�j : (4)Moreover, radiative eletroweak symmetry breaking orrelates the � param-eter with the soft parameters that determine the sfermion masses, and large� implies squark masses of the same order of magnitude (but not vie versa!).Of ourse, it is also oneivable to have large TSUSY with small �. This re-quires M2=M3 � 1 [17℄ and, therefore, a gauge dependent transmission tothe visible setor of the supersymmetry breaking mehanism.The minimal uni�ation may be too restritive as it is generally expetedthat there are some GUT/stringy threshold orretion or higher dimensionoperator e�ets. Therefore is also interesting to reverse the question and tostudy the onvergene in the MSSM of all the three ouplings in the bottom-up approah, starting with their experimental values at the sale MZ .It is onvenient to de�ne the �mismath� parameter [18℄D3 = �3(MGUT)� �2(MGUT)�2(MGUT) ; (5)



Status of Low Energy Supersymmetry 1765where MGUT is again de�ned by the rossing of the eletroweak ouplings.The results for D3 as a funtion of TSUSY are shown in Fig. 2(b) for threevalues of �3(MZ). We reall that the experimental value is �3(MZ) =0:118 � 0:003. We see that for TSUSY hanging from MZ up to 10 TeVall the three ouplings unify within 2% auray! On the one hand, thisis ertainly an impressive suess of the MSSM, but on the other hand weonlude that the gauge oupling uni�ation does not put any signi�antupper bounds on the superpartner spetrum.Yukawa oupling uni�ation is a muh more model dependent issue. Itstrongly relies on GUT models and has no generi baking in string theory.Nevertheless, it happens that in the bottom-up approah the b and � Yukawaouplings approximately unify at the same sale as the gauge ouplings. Ona more quantitative level, it is well known that exat b�� Yukawa ouplinguni�ation, at the level of two-loop renormalization group equations for therunning from the GUT sale down toMZ , supplemented by three-loop QCDrunning down to the sale Mb of the pole mass and �nite two-loop QCDorretions at this sale, is possible only for very small or very large valuesof tan �. This is due to the fat that renormalization of the b-quark massby strong interations is too strong, and has to be partly ompensated bya large t-quark Yukawa oupling. This result is shown in Fig. 3(a). Weompare there the running mass mb(MZ) obtained by the running downfrom MGUT, where we take Yb = Y� , with the range of mb(MZ) obtainedfrom the pole mass Mb = (4:8 � 0:2) GeV [20℄, taking into aount theabove-mentioned low-energy orretions. These translate the range of thepole mass: 4.6 < Mb < 5.0 GeV into the following range of the runningmass mb(MZ): 2:72 < mb(MZ) < 3:16 GeV. To remain onservative, we use�s(MZ) = 0:115(0:121) to obtain an upper (lower) limit on mb(MZ).It is also well known [21, 22℄ that, at least for large values of tan�,supersymmetri �nite one-loop orretions (negleted in Fig. 3(a)) are veryimportant. These orretions are usually not onsidered for intermediatevalues of tan �, but they are also very important there [28℄ and make b��uni�ation viable in muh larger range of tan� than generally believed (seealso [23℄).One-loop diagrams with bottom squark-gluino and top squark-harginoloops make a ontribution to the bottom-quark mass whih is proportionalto tan� [21, 22℄. We reall that, to a good approximation, the one-looporretion to the bottom quark mass is given by the expression:�mbmb � tan�4� � �83�sm~gI(m2~g;M2~b1 ;M2~b2) + YtAtI(�2;M2~t1 ;M2~t2)� ; (6)where I(a; b; ) = �ab log(a=b) + b log(b=) + a log(=a)(a� b)(b� )( � a)
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Fig. 3. a) The running mass mb(MZ) obtained from strit b�� Yukawa ouplinguni�ation atMGUT = 2�1016 GeV for di�erent values of �s(MZ), before inlusionof one-loop supersymmetri orretions. b) The minimal departure from Yb = Y�at MGUT measured by the ratio Yb=Y� � 1, whih is neessary for obtaining theorret b mass in the minimal supergravity model with one-loop supersymmetriorretions inluded.and the funtion I(a; b; ) is always positive and approximately inverselyproportional to its largest argument. This is the orretion to the runningmb(MZ). It is lear from Fig. 3(a) that for b�� uni�ation in the intermediatetan � region we need a negative orretion of order (15�20)% for 3 <� tan� <�20, and about a 10% orretion for tan � = 30. Aording to Eq. (6), suhorretions require � < 0.We notie that, as expeted from (6), b�� uni�ation is easier for tan �=30 than for tan � � 10. In the latter ase it requires At >� 0, in order toobtain an enhanement in (6) or at least to avoid any anellation betweenthe two terms in (6). This is a strong onstraint on the parameter spae.Sine At is given by [19℄:At � (1� y)A0 �O(1� 2)M1=2 ; (7)where y = Yt=Y FPt is the ratio of the top Yukawa oupling to its quasi-infrared �xed point value, b�� uni�ation requires large positive A0 andnot too large a M~g (i.e., M1=2 for universal gaugino masses). In addition,the low-energy value of At is then always relatively small and this impliesa stronger upper bound on Mh (for a similar onlusion, see [23℄). Wesee in Fig. 3(b) that, for tan � <� 10, the possibility of exat b�� uni�ationevaporates quite quikly, with a non-uni�ation window for 2 <� tan� <� 8�10,depending on the value of �s. However, we also see that supersymmetri



Status of Low Energy Supersymmetry 1767one-loop orretions are large enough to assure uni�ation within 10% inalmost the whole range of small and intermediate tan�.For tan� > 10, the qualitative piture hanges gradually. The overallfator of tan�, on the one hand, and the need for smaller orretions, onthe other hand, lead to the situation where a partial anellation of thetwo terms in (6) is neessary, or both orretions must be suppressed bysu�iently heavy squark masses. Therefore, b�� uni�ation for tan� = 30typially requires a negative value of At, and is only marginally possible forpositive At, for heavy enough squarks. A similar but more extreme situationours for very large tan � values. It is worth realling that the seond termin (6) is typially at most of order of (20�30)% of the �rst term [22℄, due toEq. (7). Thus, anellation of the two terms is limited, and for very largetan � the ontribution of (6) must be anyway suppressed by requiring heavysquarks. This trend is visible in Fig. 4(a) already for tan� = 30. The Higgs-boson mass is not onstrained by b�� uni�ation, sine At an be negativeand large.

Fig. 4. (a) Lower limits on the lighter (dotted lines) and heavier (solid lines) stopand on the CP-odd Higgs boson AÆ (dashed lines) in the minimal supergravitysenario with b�� Yukawa oupling uni�ation, as funtions of tan�. Upper (lower)lines refer to the ase with the b! s onstraint imposed (not imposed). (b) Fine-tuning measures as funtions of tan�. Lower limits on the Higgs boson mass of90 GeV (solid), 100 GeV (long-dashed), 105 GeV (dashed) 110 GeV (dotted) and115 GeV (dot-dashed) have been assumed.We turn our attention now to a deeper understanding of the b ! sonstraint and its interplay with b�� uni�ation. The �rst point we wouldlike to make is that b ! s deay is a rigid onstraint in the minimal su-pergravity model, but is only an optional one for the general low-energye�etive MSSM. Its inlusion depends on the strong assumption that the



1768 S. Pokorskistop-hargino-strange quark mixing angle is the same as the CKM elementVts. This is the ase only if squark mass matries are diagonal in thesuper-KM basis, whih is realized, for instane, in the minimal supergravitymodel. However, for the right-handed up-squark setor suh an assump-tion is not imposed upon us by FCNC proesses [24℄. Indeed, aligning thesquark �avour basis with that of the quarks, the up-type squark right-handed�avour o�-diagonal mass squared matrix elements (m2~U )13RR and (m2~U )23RR areunonstrained by other FCNC proesses.In the minimal supergravity model the dominant ontributions to b !s deay ome from the hargino-stop and harged Higgs-boson/top-quarkloops. For intermediate and large tan �, one an estimate these using theformulae of [25℄ in the approximation of no mixing between the gaugino andhiggsinos, i.e., for MW � max(M2; j�j). We get [26℄AW � A0 32 m2tM2W f (1)� m2tM2W � ; (8)AH+ � A0 12 m2tM2H+ f (2)� m2tM2H+� ; (9)AC � �A0 (�MWM2 �2 "os2 �~tf (1) M2~t2M22 !+ sin2 �~tf (1) M2~t1M22 !#��mt2��2 "sin2 �~tf (1) M2~t2�2 !+ os2 �~tf (1) M2~t1�2 !#� tan �2 mt� mtAtM2~t2 �M2~t1 "f (3) M2~t2�2 !� f (3) M2~t1�2 !#) ; (10)where ~t1(~t2) denotes the lighter (heavier) stop,os2 �~t= 12 �1+p1�a2� ; a � 2mtAtM2~t2 �M2~t1 ; A0 � GFp�=(2�)3 V ?tsVtb(11)and the funtions f (k)(x) given in [25℄ are negative. The ontribution ACis e�etively proportional to the stop mixing parameter At, and the sign ofAC relative to AW and AH+ is negative for At� < 0.We an disuss now the interplay of the b�� uni�ation and b ! sonstraints. The hargino-loop ontribution (10) has to be small or posi-tive, sine the Standard Model ontribution and the harged Higgs-bosonexhange (both negative) leave little room for additional onstrutive on-tributions. Hene, one generially needs At� < 0. Sine � < 0 for b��uni�ation, both onstraints together require At > 0. This is in line with



Status of Low Energy Supersymmetry 1769our earlier results for the proper orretion to the b mass for tan � <� 10,4 but typially in on�it with suh orretions for larger values of tan�.In the latter ase, both onstraints an be satis�ed only at the expense ofheavy squarks (to suppress a positive At orretion to the b-quark mass ora negative At orretion to b ! s) and a heavy pseudosalar AÆ, as seenin Fig. 4(a). 3. Naturalness and �ne tuningThe main theoretial motivation for the appearane of spartiles at theaessible energies is in order to alleviate the �ne tuning required to maintainthe eletroweak hierarhy, and spartiles beome less e�etive in this taskthe heavier their masses. This is a widely aepted qualitative argument anda ommon sense expetation is that spartiles are lighter than, for instane,100 TeV or may be even 10 TeV. On the other hand it is very di�ult, if notimpossible, to quantify this argument in a onvining and fully objetive way.One partiular measure often used in suh disussions is �ai = aiMZ �MZ�ai ,where ai's are input parameters of the MSSM, but other measures an be aswell onsidered. In any ase it is unlear what is quantitatively aeptable asthe �ne tuning and what is not. Moreover, the �ne tuning an be disussedonly in onrete models for the soft supersymmetry breaking terms, andany onlusion refers to the partiular model under onsideration. It is learthat, in spite of being unontested qualitative notion, the naturalness and�ne-tuning riteria annot be used for setting any absolute upper boundson the spartile spetra. Instead, however, the idea whih is promoted inRef. [28℄ is that, any sensible measure of the amount of �ne-tuning beomesan interesting riterion for at least omparing the relative naturalness ofvarious theoretial models for the soft mass terms in the MSSM lagrangian,that are onsistent with the stronger and stronger experimental onstraints.In the �rst plae, it has been shown [27, 28, 30, 31℄ that, omparing thesituation before and after LEP, the �ne-tuning prie in the minimal super-gravity model (that is, with universal soft terms at the GUT sale) hassigni�antly inreased, largely as a result of the unsuessful Higgs bosonsearh. Comparing di�erent values of tan�, we �nd that in this model natu-ralness favours an intermediate range. Fine tuning inreases for small valuesbeause of the lower limit on the Higgs boson mass and inreases for largevalues beause of the di�ulty in assuring orret eletroweak symmetrybreaking. This is shown in Fig. 4(b). In the intermediate tan� region the4 This does not onstrain the parameter spae more than b�� uni�ation itself. Notealso that, if we do not insist on b�� uni�ation, the b! s onstraint is easily satis�edsine � > 0 is possible.



1770 S. Pokorski�ne tuning prie still remains moderate but would strongly inrease withhigher limits on the hargino mass.In view of the above results and in the spirit of using the �ne-tuningonsiderations as a message for theory rather than experiment, it is inter-esting to disuss the departures from the minimal supergravity model thatwould ease the present (partiularly in the low and large tan� region, wherethe prie is high) and possibly future �ne-tuning problem. The �rst stepin this diretion is to identify the parameters that are really relevant forthe Higgs potential. It has been emphasized in Ref. [29℄ that salar massesthat enter into the Higgs potential at one-loop level are only the soft Higgsmass parameters and the third generation sfermion masses. Thus, breakingthe universality between the �rst two generation sfermion masses and theremaining salars, with the former muh heavier, does not ost muh of the�ne-tuning, but unfortunately it is not useful now (the present bounds onthe �rst two generation sfermions are still low enough not to be the soureof the �ne tuning in the minimal model)5.Furthermore, the attention has reently been drawn [32℄ to the fat that,at one-loop, the Higgs potential depends on the gluino mass but not on thewino and bino masses. This is interesting as it means that in models withM3 6= M1;2 the �ne tuning prie is in fat weakly dependent on the limits onthe hargino mass (but not totally independent beause of the onstraintson the � parameter, whih is present in the Higgs potential at the tree level)and the Tevatron diret bound on the gluino mass is weaker than the indiretbound obtained from LEP2 assuming gaugino mass universality. Allowingfor M3 < M1;26, the after-LEP �ne-tuning prie is redued mainly in the in-termediate tan � region, where it was still quite modest even in the universalmodel, but this possibility may be partiularly interesting for intermediatetan � region when the lower limit on the hargino mass is pushed higher.After identifying the parameters whih are relevant for the Higgs poten-tial at one-loop level, that is the Higgs, stop and gluino soft masses and the� parameter, it is lear that the �ne tuning prie does not inrease muheven if other superpartiles are substantially heavier. The question remainswhat sort of pattern for soft terms would redue the �ne tuning ausedby the present and future limits on the relevant parameters. One obviouspossibility are non-universal soft Higgs boson masses [34℄, whih an signi�-antly redue the �ne-tuning prie [27,32℄ and partiularly in the large tan�region [28℄. Another alternative is that a model with independent mass pa-rameters is in fat simply inadequate to address the naturalness problem.5 This possibility has been disussed as a way to ameliorate the FCNC problem in theMSSM. [29, 33℄ One should stress, however, that it annot solve the FCNC problem.6 As disussed earlier, suh a senario may also be interesting for the gauge ouplinguni�ation [17℄.
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